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1. Complete the song with the correct wh

 

ETERNITY  (PAUL VAN DYK)

ARTISTS: PAUL VAN DYK FEATURING 

ALBUM: EVOLUTION

YEAR OF RELEASE:

COMPANY: VANDIT RECORDS

VIDEO URL (OFFICIAL): 

 
 

__________ I lift off  

__________ both my feet leave the ground

Will you be there __________ the skyline ends

__________ I take flight  

__________ the blackest night calls me home

Will you be there __________ dream begins?

 

The smallest drop in the ocean  

Can start a wave of emotion  

My dear I wish I could hold you  

Safe in my arms from here to Eternity  

Alone I know you’ll be waiting  

__________ the moon beams lean down to kiss 

me  

‘Cos your beauty burns through the darkn

Crystal and clear from here to Eternity  

 

__________ I let go, __________ I release all my 

cares  

Will you be there __________ nightmare ends?

__________ I drift off  

 

 

2. What do you think the artists meant 

of emotion”? Give an example about an experience of  your own that applies to this 
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     Date: 

wh- word: where or when   

ETERNITY  (PAUL VAN DYK) 

ARTISTS: PAUL VAN DYK FEATURING ADAM YOUNG 

ALBUM: EVOLUTION 

 2012 

VANDIT RECORDS 

VIDEO URL (OFFICIAL):  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npiBAlRN70Y&feature=kp

both my feet leave the ground   

the skyline ends   

the blackest night calls me home   

dream begins?   

 

the moon beams lean down to kiss 

Cos your beauty burns through the darkn ess  

  

I release all my 

nightmare ends?   

 

__________ the silver sun calls my name

Will you be there __________

 

The smallest drop in the ocean

Can start a wave of emotion

My dear I wish I could hold you

Safe in my arms from here to Eternity

Alone I know you’ll be waiting

__________ the moon beams lean down to kis

me  

Cos your beauty burns through the darkness

Crystal and clear, from here to Eternity

From here to Eternity  

From here to Eternity  

 

The smallest drop in the ocean

Can start a wave of emotion

My dear I wish I could hold you

Safe in my arms from here to Eternity

From here to Eternity  

From here to Eternity

2. What do you think the artists meant with the expression “the smallest drop in the ocean can start a wave 

of emotion”? Give an example about an experience of  your own that applies to this expression.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npiBAlRN70Y&feature=kp 

the silver sun calls my name   

__________ the light begins?  

The smallest drop in the ocean   

Can start a wave of emotion   

My dear I wish I could hold you   

Safe in my arms from here to Eternity   

Alone I know you’ll be waiting   

the moon beams lean down to kis s 

Cos your beauty burns through the darkness   

Crystal and clear, from here to Eternity   

The smallest drop in the ocean   

Can start a wave of emotion   

My dear I wish I could hold you   

here to Eternity   

the expression “the smallest drop in the ocean can start a wave 

expression.  
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1. Complete the song with the correct wh- word: where or when  

 

ETERNITY  (PAUL VAN DYK) 

ARTISTS: PAUL VAN DYK FEATURING ADAM YOUNG 

ALBUM: EVOLUTION 

YEAR OF RELEASE: 2012 

COMPANY: 

VIDEO URL (OFFICIAL):  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npiBAlRN70Y&feature=kp 

 

When  I lift off  
When  both my feet leave the ground  
Will you be there where  the skyline ends  
When  I take flight  
When  the blackest night calls me home  
Will you be there when  dream begins?  
 
The smallest drop in the ocean  
Can start a wave of emotion  
My dear I wish I could hold you  
Safe in my arms from here to Eternity  
Alone I know you’ll be waiting  
Where  the moon beams lean down to kiss me  
‘Cos your beauty burns through the darkness  
Crystal and clear from here to Eternity  
 
When  I let go, when I release all my cares  
Will you be there where  nightmare ends?  
When  I drift off  
When  the silver sun calls my name  
Will you be there where  the light begins?  
 
The smallest drop in the ocean  
Can start a wave of emotion  
My dear I wish I could hold you  
Safe in my arms from here to Eternity  
Alone I know you’ll be waiting  
Where  the moon beams lean down to kiss me  
Cos your beauty burns through the darkness  
Crystal and clear, from here to Eternity  
From here to Eternity  
From here to Eternity  
 
The smallest drop in the ocean  
Can start a wave of emotion  
My dear I wish I could hold you  
Safe in my arms from here to Eternity  
From here to Eternity  
From here to Eternity 
 

2. What do you think the artists meant with the exp ression “the smallest drop in the ocean can start a  wave of emotion”? 
Give an example about an experience of your own tha t applies to this expression. 
 
It means that just a tiny, insignificant part of a full quantity that is required may cause an enormous effect. In the case of the song it is an 

effect on the emotions and not only for today but to eternity. 

Example: give something to charity, comfort someone in grief, help a friend in a project, etc.  


